
SESSION EVALUATIONS

GOVERNOR'S INDUSTRIAL SAFETY & HEALTH CONFERENCE - OCTOBER 7 & 8, 2009

Session: Workplace Violence and Stress : Cocaine of Modern America

Speaker(s): Number of Evals:

1.  This session was well designed (e.g. pacing, Q  A time)

2.  I got information from this session I can use immediately in my job.

3.  The speaker used good presentation skills.

4.  The speaker appropriately involved participants.

5.  This session met my expectations

6.  Did you like the topic?

Average
Bad) 1 - 2 - 3 - 4 - 5 (Good

What did you like best about this presentation?

Dr. Lennie Mees 78

122257 4.6

122257 4.6

122257 4.8

122257 4.4

122257 4.5

122257 4.8

12Absolutely phenomenal, very inspirational, simple technique, but paradigm shiftig ideas!!2257

12There was a lot of information that could be useful2257

12Cocaine response same as stress and as lethal2257

12The way he spoke from his heart.2257

12The truly believes what he presents2257

12Wonderful sense of humor!2257

12Candid; kind2257

12Very knowledgeable and I loved his humor2257

12Good speaker - presenter.2257

12Timely, thoughtful & true!2257

12All well done.2257

12Good sense of humor2257

12The information provided.2257

12Application to daily living.2257

12The Dr. and his ?__________?2257

12Humor and honesty2257

12Sense of humor and no nonsense approach2257

12Humor/topical2257

12Presenter and information2257

12Stories and cartoons, application2257

12Great stories2257

12The humor2257

12Great Presentation!!!!2257

12Awesome.  Very Informative2257

12Nice summary of UW's2257

12All of it.2257
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What constructive changes would you suggest to make the presentation more effective?

Suggested Topics for next year:

Other Comments:

12Great speaker, nice sense of humor2257

12Dr. Mee's presentation skills and stories2257

12Very funny - witty - smart - loved to listen to him.2257

12This is off the charts the BEST workshop I've EVER attended.  Learned SO MUCH.  Couldn't take enough notes.2257

12Got fired from w r Stress2257

12It was more and much better than what I expected.2257

12Interesting2257

12Engaging speaker!2257

12Great presentation2257

12Very good2257

12Need hand-outs for reflection/sharing; leave contact info up at the end!2257

12A hand-out with the slides as they went to fast to make notes.2257

12None2257

12On-line to review!2257

12However, it really Did not follow the presentation topic.  Ask presenter to chage topic title and cater topic to 
title.

2257

12None, very, very good2257

12None2257

12Could have been two hours.2257

12Presentation was good, but seemed off-topic from what I expected!  Less about workplace violence, more 
about simple stress relief.

2257

12Copy of presentation2257

12Hand-outs2257

12UW's workplace violence was belittled - I attended - it was every bit unsanitized!    Copies of slides would have 
been nice.

2257

12A longer time - this is a very important topic.2257

12Didn't  really talk about work place violance.  Just recycled an old talk.  Good but not on point.2257

12Enjoyed info but went through slides so fast I couldn't write all down.2257

12None2257

12Same:  Workplace Violence and Stress : Cocaine of Modern America2257

12More of Dr. Mees.2257

12Have Him Back!2257

12Please bring him back for more topic and repeat of this one.2257

12Bring this man back next year.2257

12ALL SCORES ON THIS ONE WERE 5++2257


